CHALLENGE: LACK OF VISIBILITY

One of the most difficult tasks facing growers today is the inability to collect the field data in a timely manner and make that data available to management.

RESULT: INCREASED COST

- overcharged hours
- misplaced assets
- inefficient communication
  extended timelines

Our client faced similar challenges, especially in the area of personnel task assignment and tracking billable hours. They had very little real-time visibility of what is happening on the field and lots of paper trail.

SOLUTION

RFID4U developed for the client a centralized field operations system that would allow task creation, task assignment and automatic count of hours on the go, as well as backend system that would provide a complete view of all tasks, their status, fields and crew, and generate and distribute reports for the management.

LACK OF VISIBILITY INTO:

- hours worked,
- personnel assignment to different tasks,
- accuracy of tasks performed (QC),
- seed, produce, materials and equipment used,
- transportation, etc.
Benefits

The GTS provides the Company with a complete visibility of their field operations for increased operational efficiency, personnel task assignment and time tracking, inventory planning and tracking, quality control, streamlined business process and increased production. They are several system expansions planned that will include tracking seed bags using RFID and other improvements.